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Introduction

The protection against disclosure afforded attorney-

client communications and attorney work product, a pillar of

the American legal system, is in peril.  Three principal

developments have coalesced to cause this state of affairs.

First, the era of vigorous government regulation and

prosecution of corporations continues unabated, making

names like Enron, topics such as the internal investigation,

and obligations such as Sarbanes-Oxley compliance

common subjects of boardroom discussion.  Second,

government policies and practices adopted by the

Department of Justice, the Securities and Exchange

Commission, and the United States Sentencing Commission

strongly encourage and, arguably, practically require a

corporation interested in cooperating with a government

inquiry to waive the protections of the attorney-client

privilege and work-product doctrine that may attach to

internal corporate investigations and other corporate legal

activity.  And third, the majority of courts has not recognized

the concept of a limited waiver of privilege, so that a

corporation wishing to share some privileged information

with the government to facilitate the goals of law enforcement

and corporate oversight cannot do so without risking being

held to have waived, as to all third parties, applicable

privilege or protections regarding the entire subject matter

of the privileged material and communications disclosed.

The latter concern is most acute in the context of threatened

parallel civil litigation undertaken by opportunistic plaintiff’s

counsel.

Facilitating legal compliance and reasonable

government enforcement is a laudable goal.  So too is

fostering corporate self-policing and creating a responsible

corporate culture.  Encouraging corporations to investigate

and share with the government the factual results of

counsel’s inquiry into questionable corporate conduct and

practices can help achieve all of these goals.  The challenge

is to do so without sacrificing the core principles and

protections of the attorney-client privilege and the work-

product doctrine.  As courts and commentators have

recognized, the uncertainty surrounding the enforceability

of agreements purporting to limit the scope of any waiver

associated with providing privileged information to the

government can serve as a disincentive for corporations to

conduct internal investigations and provide the resulting

facts to the government.  Left unaddressed, this situation

will not only do violence to a cornerstone of the legal system,

but also, ultimately, impede the accomplishment of these

important objectives.

This paper discusses the law, policy and practice

relating to waiver of the attorney-client privilege and work-

product protection in the context of government

investigations, highlights the risks and what may be the

unintended consequences flowing from the government’s

expectations regarding privilege waiver from cooperating

corporate parties, and suggests means to remedy—or at

least to mitigate—these risks, while at the same time

fostering the achievement of important societal goals and

preserving the integrity of these bedrock legal privileges.

Part I briefly defines the chief evidentiary privileges

and forms of limited waiver involved when companies

respond to government investigations, and surveys the

actions taken by Congress and others that have put the

privileges in jeopardy.  Part II describes the three major

positions taken by federal courts of appeals with respect to

the validity of a limited waiver, and Part III describes some

of the negative effects accompanying the legal uncertainty

of voluntarily disclosing privileged materials to the

government.  Finally, Part IV both recommends legislative

solutions to the problem and proposes several means by

which corporate counsel might, in the absence of new

legislation, maintain their companies’ evidentiary privileges

while still cooperating with the government.

I.  Pressure To Cooperate And Waive Attorney-Client

Privilege And Work-Product Protection In Connection

With Government Investigations Of Alleged Corporate

Wrongdoing

 A.  Evidentiary Privileges and Waivers: An Overview

The attorney-client privilege protects from discovery

communications between an attorney and a client made in

confidence in connection with the rendering of legal advice

by the attorney.
1

  The purpose of the privilege is “to

encourage full and frank communication between attorneys

and their clients and thereby promote broader public

interests in the observance of law and administration of

justice.”
2

  While the privilege extends to the communication

of facts by a client to his attorney, it does not protect the

underlying facts or records.
3

A client or lawyer may waive the privilege expressly or

impliedly by voluntarily disclosing confidential

communications to a third party.
4

  In general, disclosure of

any portion of a privileged communication waives the client’s

privilege with respect to the entire communication, and

indeed with respect to any other privileged communications

on the same subject matter.
5
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The work-product doctrine, on the other hand, “is

distinct from and broader than the attorney-client privilege,”
6

and extends beyond confidential communications between

attorney and client to include “any document prepared in

anticipation of litigation by or for the attorney.”
7

  Courts

distinguish between “fact” work product, meaning the

“written or oral information transmitted to the attorney and

recorded as conveyed by the client,”
8

 and “opinion” work

product, which encompasses “any material reflecting the

attorney’s mental impressions, opinions, conclusions,

judgments, or legal theories.”
9

  As with the attorney-client

privilege, the work-product protection may be waived if the

attorney or client voluntarily discloses otherwise protected

materials to a litigation adversary.
10

  Unlike waivers under

the attorney-client privilege, however, waivers of the work-

product protection often do not extend beyond the actual

individual work product to additional work product on the

same subject matter.
11

Courts generally use the term “limited waiver” to

describe an implied waiver of an evidentiary privilege that is

limited to materials voluntarily disclosed to the government

and limited to the government itself.
12

  In other words, such

a waiver, where recognized, destroys the attorney-client

privilege or work-product doctrine only as to materials

actually disclosed to the government, and only with respect

to the government.
13

  The privilege remains operative as to

other communications or materials on the same subject-

matter, and, with respect to parties other than the

government, as to the communications or materials

disclosed.  As discussed below, however, relatively few

courts have endorsed the concept of limited waivers; most

have concluded that such efforts at limiting the scope of

waivers are ineffective, even where the government explicitly

agrees to such an arrangement.

B. Waiver As an Element of “Cooperation”

Regardless of how a company’s waiver of its

evidentiary privileges is labeled, it is clear that such a waiver

increasingly is expected by the government from

corporations who wish to cooperate with government

investigations.
14

  In the last several years, government

enforcement agencies such as the DOJ and the SEC have

announced policies requiring or strongly encouraging

companies to waive their attorney-client privilege and work-

product protection.  Steps taken by agencies, in particular

the U.S. Sentencing Commission, have put companies on

notice that any refusal to waive such privileges and

protections could be viewed as a failure to cooperate with a

government investigation and be held against the company

when determining whether to charge or how to sentence a

company for its alleged wrongdoing.
15

Companies must therefore risk waiving available

privileges and protections as to third parties, and possibly

as to the entire subject matter of communications or work

product disclosed, by complying with a request for

cooperation via disclosure to the government of privileged

communications and protected materials.  In the wake of

recent high-profile corporate accounting scandals and other

developments, the government may be expected increasingly

to demand such cooperation.  At the same time, in light of

increased regulatory and enforcement attention, companies

need the advice of their counsel more than ever.  In order to

ensure that companies can engage in a robust pursuit of

enterprise while remaining compliant with legal requirements,

the communication between lawyer and client needs to be

unhindered by expectations of routine waiver.  Thus, critically

important government objectives are served by allowing

limited waivers of privilege in order to allow companies to

cooperate in enforcement matters.

1.  DOJ: The Thompson Memorandum

Large companies typically respond to an allegation of

internal wrongdoing by retaining outside counsel to

investigate the allegation and report the results.  As with

the proverbial road paved with good intentions, that good-

faith effort to learn the facts and obtain independent legal

advice can, perversely, inure to a company’s detriment.

The results of an internal investigation are routinely

demanded by the government as part of the price of avoiding

prosecution or of mitigating punishment.  In 2003, the DOJ

revised its guidelines for business prosecutions in a

memorandum written by Deputy Attorney General Larry D.

Thompson entitled “Principles of Federal Prosecution of

Business Organizations” (the Thompson Memorandum).
16

The Thompson Memorandum moves a corporation’s

perceived cooperativeness to center stage in deciding

whether to prosecute that corporation.  As the memorandum

makes clear, “[t]he main focus of the revisions is increased

emphasis on and scrutiny of the authenticity of a

corporation’s cooperation.”
17

Whether a business’s level of cooperation is perceived

by the DOJ as sufficiently “authentic” depends, in part, on

“the corporation’s timely and voluntary disclosure of

wrongdoing and its willingness to cooperate in the

investigation of its agents, including, if necessary, the waiver

of corporate attorney-client and work-product protection.”
18

Failure to disclose to the government the results of an internal

investigation and waive attorney-client and work-product

protections, therefore, is deemed evidence of less-than-

authentic cooperation.
19

The Thompson Memorandum suggests that the

government’s demand for such information ordinarily should

be limited to the “factual internal investigation and any

contemporaneous advice given to the corporation

concerning the conduct at issue” (it is assumed that this is

meant to refer to advice contemporaneous with the conduct),

but leaves open the possibility that, in certain circumstances,

prosecutors should go so far as to “seek a waiver with

respect to communications and work product related to

advice concerning the government’s criminal

investigation.”
20

  Current DOJ policy thus forces businesses

to choose between cooperation that may include privilege

waiver, potentially providing other litigation adversaries with
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privileged material that they would otherwise not be entitled

to receive, and facing the consequences of being deemed to

have failed to cooperate in a government investigation.
21

As a practical matter, a finding of a broad subject-matter

waiver or waiver as to third parties could substantially impair

a company’s defenses in related civil litigation and tilt the

adversarial playing field decidedly against it.
22

2.  SEC: The Seaboard Report

The SEC in 2001 announced a policy that was later

echoed by the (2003) Thompson Memorandum.  In a formal

release in which the SEC announced that it was taking no

action against Seaboard Corporation because of Seaboard’s

“complete” cooperation with an SEC investigation, the

Commission delineated a list of thirteen factors that it had

considered in that matter and would in the future consider

when determining whether to grant a company leniency in

return for its cooperation.
23

   Among the factors listed in the

report (the Seaboard Report) were:

·  Whether the company “promptly, completely

and effectively” disclosed the existence of the

alleged misconduct to the public and regulators;

·  Whether the company conducted or had an

outside entity conduct an internal review of the

alleged misconduct; and

·  Whether the company “promptly” disclosed

the results of the review to the SEC, including

“a thorough and probing written report detailing

the findings of its review.”
24

In discussing disclosure of attorney-client

communications and attorney work product to the

Commission, the Seaboard Report notes that waiver of such

privileges and protections might be necessary as part of a

company’s “cooperation.”
25

   The Commission acknowledges

the general social interest in preserving these protections,

and states that the Commission has in the past been willing

to limit the scope of such waivers to the Commission only

and to the specific communications or work product

disclosed, but nevertheless suggests that waiver will be an

important factor in assessing a company’s cooperation.
26

Therefore, just as the Thompson Memorandum promotes

waiver in criminal investigations, so too the Seaboard Report

anticipates that companies seeking to cooperate with the

government will waive privileges and protections that are at

the heart of their relationship with their lawyers.

3.  U.S. Sentencing Commission: Revised  Sentencing

Guidelines § 8C2.5(g) and Commentary

Recent revisions to the United States Sentencing

Guidelines (the Guidelines) are also part of the trend

producing pressure on corporations to waive attorney-client

privilege and work-product protection.  In revisions to the

Guidelines that became effective in November 2004, the U.S.

Sentencing Commission (the Sentencing Commission)

modified the provisions applicable to corporate cooperation

with government investigations.
27

  The Guidelines have

always permitted a reduction in culpability score if a

company reports an offense and “fully cooperate[s] in the

investigation.”
28

  In commentary recently added to § 8C2.5,
29

however, the Commission has made clear that full

cooperation may include—indeed, in some circumstances

may require—waiver of attorney-client privilege and work-

product protections: “Waiver of attorney-client privilege and

of work product protections is not a prerequisite to a

reduction in culpability score. . .unless such waiver is

necessary in order to provide timely and thorough

disclosure of all pertinent information known to the

organization.”
30

Like the Thompson Memorandum, the Guidelines grant

prosecutors (and ultimately judges) substantial discretion

in determining whether “full cooperation” requires a waiver

of the attorney-client privilege and work-product protection.

In practice, however, prosecutors may be inclined to request

waivers with increasing frequency.  Only if “all pertinent

information” known to a company can be disclosed without

a waiver, the commentary suggests, will cooperation be

possible absent one.
31

The Guidelines thus at least permit prosecutors to seek

waivers aggressively from corporate defendants.  Perhaps

recognizing the potential negative consequences stemming

from this policy, the Sentencing Commission indicated in its

notice of final priorities for the Guidelines amendment cycle

ending May 1, 2006, that it will review, and possibly again

amend, “commentary in Chapter Eight (Organizations)

regarding waiver of the attorney-client privilege and work

product protections.”
32

C.  The Risks of Sharing Privileged Information with

the Government

Sharing privileged information with the government

is of course normally deemed a waiver of any protection

applicable to materials disclosed for purposes of the

government’s investigation.  There is also a substantial risk,

however, that providing the government with attorney-client

privileged communications and attorney work product will

be deemed a waiver extending to all communications or work

product relating to the same subject matter.
33

  As a general

rule, disclosure of attorney-client communications to a third

party waives the privilege as to the subject matter of the

communication.  The government—either the governmental

entity conducting the primary investigation or another

governmental entity—may contend that by disclosing some

privileged information, the company has waived the attorney-

client privilege over any other communications concerning

the same subject matter.

The risks of voluntarily disclosing confidential

materials to the government are further heightened by the

presence of parallel civil litigation.
34

  Businesses cannot

correct their own errors in order to comply with the law or

voluntarily cooperate with government investigations

without running the substantial risk that their confidential
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information will be turned against them in subsequent civil

lawsuits.   Aggressive plaintiffs’ lawyers often seek to obtain

the materials disclosed by a company to the government as

part of their efforts to establish civil liability.  Thus, depending

on the magnitude of the civil claims, this battle over

evidentiary privileges can have serious financial

consequences for a corporation and its shareholders.
35

II.  The Split of Decisional Authority Regarding Limited-

Waiver Agreements

Federal case law on waivers of attorney-client privilege

and work-product protection in the context of government

investigations is currently “in a state of hopeless

confusion.”
36

  Out of the welter of cases, three primary lines

of authority have emerged.
37

  Most federal circuits that have

addressed the issue have held that the voluntary disclosure

of protected materials to the government, even for the

purpose of cooperating with an official investigation,

operates as a waiver, and that any agreement with the

government to maintain the confidentiality of such materials

is ineffective.  Only one jurisdiction, the Eighth Circuit, has

accepted the theory of limited waiver absent an agreement

with the government or reservation by the disclosing party,

holding that the disclosure of privileged materials to the

government for the purpose of cooperating with an official

investigation does not constitute a waiver.  A third group of

courts has adopted a middle position, holding that the

disclosure of protected materials to the government does

not operate as a waiver if the purpose of the disclosure is to

cooperate with an official investigation and the holder of

the privilege or protection takes substantial steps to maintain

its protection as to third parties.

A.  Majority Rule: Disclosure to the Government Is

a Waiver to All

Most circuits that have addressed the issue have held

that voluntary disclosure to the government of otherwise

privileged or protected materials constitutes a waiver, at least

with respect to the materials produced, and perhaps with

respect to all materials on the same subject matter.
38

  In

Permian Corp. v. United States, the D.C. Circuit explained:

Voluntary cooperation with government

investigations may be a laudable activity, but it

is hard to understand how such conduct

improves the attorney-client relationship.  If the

client feels the need to keep his communications

with his attorney confidential, he is free to do

so under the traditional rule by consistently

asserting the privilege, even when the discovery

request comes from a ‘friendly’ agency. . . .

The client cannot be permitted to pick and

choose among his opponents, waiving the

privilege for some and resurrecting the claim of

confidentiality to obstruct others, or to invoke

the privilege as to communications whose

confidentiality he has already compromised for

his own benefit.
39

The D.C. Circuit has consistently followed this

position with respect to the attorney-client privilege,
40

 but it

has indicated a willingness to recognize a limited waiver

with respect to the attorney work-product doctrine under

certain circumstances.
41

Numerous other circuits have followed the D.C.

Circuit’s lead.  The First Circuit in United States v.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology refused to “carve

out” an exception to the general rule that voluntary disclosure

implies a waiver of the attorney-client privilege, reasoning

that such exceptions have “no logical terminus.”
42

   Although

the First Circuit had previously suggested in dicta that it

might recognize a limited waiver of the attorney-client

privilege depending on the nature of any prior confidentiality

agreement with the government, it has not yet found occasion

to test this suggestion.
43

  In addition to its holding on the

attorney-client privilege, the First Circuit in MIT also held

that disclosure waives work-product protection with respect

to all parties and all future lawsuits.
44

  While declining to

consider whether such waivers constitute subject-matter

waivers, the court stated that “disclosure to an adversary,

real or potential, forfeits work product protection.”
45

Decisions in the Second Circuit are inconsistent.  In

some cases the court of appeals has adhered to a strict rule

finding an implied waiver of the attorney-client privilege if a

party discloses privileged materials to the government,
46

while in others it has concluded that the circumstances render

recognition of such a waiver inappropriate.
47

  In addition,

with respect to the attorney work-product doctrine, In re

Steinhardt Partners, L.P. specifically rejected the idea that

work product can be subject to limited-waiver agreements,

reasoning that “[a]n allegation that a party facing a federal

investigation and the prospect of a civil fraud suit must

make difficult choices is insufficient justification for carving

a substantial exception to the waiver doctrine.”
48

  The court

in Steinhardt noted, however, that it was unwilling to adopt

a per se rule that all voluntary disclosures to the government

waive the work-product protection.  The court stated that it

might recognize a limited waiver when “the disclosing party

and the government may share a common interest in

developing legal theories and analyzing information, or

situations in which the SEC and the disclosing party have

entered into an explicit agreement that the SEC will maintain

the confidentiality of the disclosed materials.”
49

The Third Circuit, in contrast, has been

straightforward in its rejection of limited waivers.  In

Westinghouse Electric Corp. v. Republic of the Philippines,

the court firmly rejected limited waivers with respect to both

the attorney-client privilege and the work-product doctrine.
50

In particular, the court reasoned that neither the fact that the

documents were disclosed pursuant to a subpoena nor the

fact that the DOJ had agreed to maintain the confidentiality

of the materials altered the traditional rule that “a voluntary

disclosure to a third party waives the attorney-client privilege

even if the third party agrees not to disclose the

communications to anyone else.”
51

  The court concluded
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that “disclosure of work product to the SEC and to the DOJ

waived the work-product doctrine as against all other

adversaries.”
52

Similarly, the Fourth Circuit has rejected the concept

of limited waiver of attorney-client privilege and non-opinion

work-product protection.  In In re Martin Marietta, the court

held that by presenting the United States Attorney with a

position paper opposing indictment, the company waived

the attorney-client privilege that otherwise attached to the

position paper and to “the underlying details” referenced in

the paper.
53

  The court also concluded that the company

“has impliedly waived the work-product [protection] as to

all non-opinion work-product on the same subject matter as

that disclosed.”
54

  The Fourth Circuit made clear, however,

that the subject-matter waiver did not extend to opinion

work-product.
55

The Sixth Circuit likewise has declined to recognize

the limited waiver of the attorney-client privilege or attorney-

work-product doctrine.
56

  After surveying the relevant case

law, the court in In re Columbia/HCA Healthcare

Corporation Billing Practices Litigation concluded that a

limited-waiver agreement “has little, if any, relation to

fostering frank communication between a client and his or

her attorney.”
57

  Accordingly, the court reasoned that “any

form of [limited] waiver, even that which stems from a

confidentiality agreement, transforms the attorney-client

privilege into ‘merely another brush on the attorney’s

palette, utilized and manipulated to gain tactical or strategic

advantage.’”
58

  Further, because the court found “no

compelling reason for differentiating waiver of work product

from waiver of attorney-client privilege,” the court applied

the same strict waiver rule to the attorney-work-product

doctrine.
59

  “‘[T]he standard for waiving the work-product

doctrine should be no more stringent than the standard for

waiving the attorney-client privilege’—once the privilege is

waived, waiver is complete and final.”
60

Finally, the Ninth Circuit also has addressed the issue

of limited waivers, although only in the context of litigation

between private parties.  In Weil v. Inv./Indicators, Research

and Mgmt., one of the parties inadvertently disclosed to a

party opponent “the substance of Blue Sky counsel’s advice

regarding registration of Fund shares pursuant to the Blue

Sky laws of the various states.”
61

 Applying the rule that

“voluntary disclosure of the content of a privileged attorney

communication constitutes waiver of the privilege as to all

other such communications on the same subject,” the court

held that the disclosure (inadvertent or not) waived the

privilege.
62

  In contrast to those courts endorsing the

principle of subject-matter waiver, however, the Ninth Circuit

restricted the scope of the waiver to “communications about

the matter actually disclosed.”
63

In sum, the D.C., First, Second, Third, Fourth, Sixth,

and Ninth Circuits have adopted the rule that disclosure of

privileged materials to a third party operates as a waiver of

the attorney-client privilege,
64

 with the First, Third, Fourth,

and Sixth Circuits extending the rule to the attorney-work-

product doctrine.
65

B.  Minority Rule: Disclosure to the Government Is

Not a Waiver

In Diversified Industries, Inc. v. Meredith, the Eighth

Circuit adopted the contrary position that the voluntary

disclosure to the government of materials protected by the

attorney-client privilege waives the privilege only as to the

government.
66

  The court reasoned that (1) disclosure

occurred in “a separate and nonpublic SEC investigation”

and (2) “[t]o hold otherwise may have the effect of thwarting

the developing procedure of corporations to employ

independent outside counsel to investigate and advise them

in order to protect stockholders, potential stockholders and

customers.”
67

  No other circuits have joined this view,

although certain district courts have followed the Eighth

Circuit’s reasoning.
68

C.  Middle Ground: The Relevance and Effectiveness

of a Limited-Waiver Agreement

Still other courts have indicated the possibility of a

compromise position.  The First and Second Circuits have

suggested in dicta that the disclosure of privileged materials

to the government might not operate as a waiver of the

privilege if the purpose of the disclosure were to cooperate

with an official investigation and if the holder of the privilege

or protection were to enter into a limited-waiver agreement

with the government stating that it did not intend a waiver

as to third parties.
69

The District Court for the Southern District of New

York and District Court for the District of Colorado have

both echoed this view, stating that they would recognize a

limited waiver if, when producing the materials to the

government, the party asserting the attorney-client privilege

reserves the right, through a protective order, stipulation, or

other express means, to assert the privilege in subsequent

proceedings.
70

  The U.S. District Court for the Southern

District of New York explained this position in the following

terms:

“It does not appear that such a reservation

would be difficult to assert, nor that it would

substantially curtail the investigatory ability of

the [government]. . . . Moreover, a

contemporaneous reservation or stipulation

would make it clear that. . .the disclosing party

has made some effort to preserve the privacy of

the privileged communication, rather than

having engaged in abuse of the privilege by

first making a knowing decision to waive the

rule’s protection and then seeking to retract that

decision in connection with subsequent

litigation.”
71

This compromise position “balance[s] the policy goal

of encouraging cooperation with the government. . .with the

strict requirement of confidentiality.”
72

  This position appears
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to offer a promising avenue for reconciling the competing

pressures on today’s corporations.  Despite its promise,

however, no federal court of appeals has yet applied it to

uphold a limited waiver.
73

Federal courts are clearly not uniform in their treatment

of the question of whether and to what extent voluntary

disclosure to the government of privileged or otherwise

protected materials will operate as a waiver of the privilege

or protection as to all third parties, or as to the subject matter

of the materials disclosed.  Indeed, some circuits, like the

Second, are beset with intra-circuit conflicts.  These

inconsistent approaches have created uncertainty and

confusion for companies confronted with demands for

waiver of privilege in connection with government

investigations.

III.  Consequences of Not Enforcing Limited-Waiver

Agreements with the Government

A.  The Uncertain Validity of Limited Waivers Can

Discourage Businesses From Identifying and Correcting

Their Own Mistakes to Achieve Full Compliance With the

Law

The government is demanding more cooperation at

the same time that it is expecting improved corporate-

governance practices.  These goals of punishment and

compliance, however, turn out to be self-contradictory if

voluntary cooperation with the government unintentionally

waives privileges over confidential material produced by

businesses themselves.  The legal uncertainty surrounding

limited waivers can discourage businesses from

communicating frankly with their counsel, at least in ways

that are memorialized, and from affirmatively investigating

and reporting on irregularities, mistakes, and outright

wrongdoing.

For instance, because the validity of a limited waiver

is uncertain, while the probability of being required as part

of cooperation with the government to disclose to it a written

or other report resulting from an internal investigation is

high, businesses may be less likely to expend the money

and other resources necessary for an independent analysis

and report.  The critical importance of preserving evidentiary

privileges in order to safeguard the corporation from

potentially ruinous civil litigation may thus render the choice

“not between narrower and wider disclosure, but between a

disclosure only to government officials and no disclosure

at all.”
74

Civil litigants may argue that since certain federal

statutes give citizens the right to act in some circumstances

as “private attorneys general,”
75

 the fact that they may

ultimately gain access to an internal investigative report

should not enter the calculus when determining the validity

of limited-waiver agreements.  These “private attorneys

general,” however, stand at cross-purposes with the

government in that they demand access to information that,

at least in some instances, would not exist without prior

government assurances of confidentiality.  A corporation’s

decision to produce otherwise privileged material may

depend on the degree of its confidence that disclosure to

the government does not mean disclosure to anyone else.

Where the high risks of compulsory disclosure make it less

likely that a corporation will even produce such materials,

civil litigants have no real basis to complain if a court sustains

the validity of a limited-waiver agreement with the

government.  “Insofar as the existence of the privilege creates

the communication sought, the exclusion of privileged

information conceals no probative evidence that would

otherwise exist without the privilege.”
76

  Even if denied

discovery of an internal report or other privileged material,

in other words, private civil litigants are most likely no worse

off than if the corporation had known that disclosure to the

government would be unprotected and, therefore, decided

not to create the report in the first place.  And this result

does not compromise the fairness of civil proceedings,

because the underlying factual documents and employees

are still accessible during discovery.
77

  Rather, recognition

of an effective limited waiver simply avoids tilting the playing

field in civil litigation unfairly in favor of plaintiffs.

B.  The Uncertain Validity of Limited Waivers Can

Discourage Businesses From Voluntarily Cooperating

With Government Investigations

The uncertainty regarding principles of limited waiver

also can dampen corporations’ enthusiasm for cooperating

with government investigations.  As a simple matter of cost-

benefit analysis, “[f]aced with a waiver of the attorney-client

privilege over the entire subject matter of a disclosure and

as to all persons, the holder of privileged information would

be more reluctant to disclose privileged information

voluntarily to the government than if there were no waiver

associated with the disclosure.”
78

  This result surely does

not further the aim of law enforcement.  Some voluntarily

disclosed information is irreplaceable: in certain instances,

“[t]he only way that the government can obtain privileged

information is for the holder of the privilege voluntarily to

disclose it.”
79

  Other means may not be available because it

is not the case that “all privileged information has a non-

privileged analogue that is discoverable with effort.”
80

Law enforcement’s dependence on voluntary

cooperation places in sharp relief the government’s requests

for waiver of attorney-client privilege and work-product

protection.  It makes good sense to encourage businesses

to police their own activities and to report their findings to

responsible government officials.  Perhaps, given the high-

profile abuses of a relatively few corporations, promoting

genuine corporate self-governance will come to be viewed

as a corporate obligation, notwithstanding the potential

adverse consequences as to civil liability under current

limited-waiver doctrine.  Relying on such a development,

however, ignores the fact that voluntary compliance with

the law is now a staple of effective law enforcement

regarding business activity.  This situation presents a need

for creative solutions that appropriately balance a respect

for the law with the benefits that confidentiality brings to

attorney-client relationships.
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Without voluntary compliance, the complexity of

federal regulations affecting business activities would

require the dedication of federal and other law enforcement

resources needed for other urgent priorities.  Moreover,

businesses themselves have a commercial interest in a

playing field leveled by general business compliance with

the law.  Illegal behavior by a few can competitively

disadvantage the majority of law-abiding companies.  Thus,

the latter, which maintain compliance with rigorous internal

programs, can be seen as freeing public enforcement

resources for use in ferreting out those who would cheat in

commercial competition through law-breaking.  Internal

investigations, often coupled with voluntary disclosures to

enforcement authorities, have become featured aspects of

corporate compliance efforts.  It only makes sense, as a

matter of both public and legal policy, to reward and

encourage companies to police proactively their own

business activities.  Because the current state of the law

governing limited privilege waiver does not so encourage

business, consideration of change is in order.

IV.  Recommended Solutions and Steps to Mitigate

Adverse Consequences of Waiver

The federal government’s demand for “authentic

cooperation,” including the voluntary disclosure of

protected materials, combined with the uncertainty regarding

whether such disclosure will be extended to third-party civil

litigants, create tensions for corporations and their counsel

where there is a desire to cooperate that is counterbalanced

by a duty to protect the shareholders’ interests from the

adverse consequences of civil litigation, including parasitic

lawsuits based principally on a business’s internal

investigations and voluntary disclosures.  Under the status

quo, good-faith efforts to retain outside counsel, investigate

the facts, and report the results for the guidance of corporate

officers and directors may place the corporation in peril of

third-party plaintiffs whose discovery efforts will be aided

by the corporation’s attempts to cooperate with the

government.

Decisions to date, at least in courts outside the Eighth

Circuit, offer little comfort for corporations contemplating a

claim of privilege on a limited-waiver theory after disclosure. 

The conflicting approaches followed by the various circuits

amply support review of the validity of limited waivers by

the U.S. Supreme Court.
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  Given the uncertainties of both

the timing of any such review and of the outcome of judicial

intervention, however, consideration of a legislative solution

to this critical legal and public policy issue is in order.  Two

possible legislative solutions, each discussed in detail

below, are an amendment to the Securities Exchange Act of

1934 and an amendment to the Federal Rules of Evidence. 

Pending the adoption of such legislative fixes, however,

corporate counsel might wish to adopt alternative strategies,

also discussed below, that seek to provide the level of

cooperation that the government now requests, while at the

same time protecting the company’s evidentiary privileges

to the greatest extent possible.

A.  Amend the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

As noted above, the SEC has indicated on several

occasions that it appreciates the benefits to agencies and

risks to parties of disclosing protected material.  In the

Seaboard Report, when discussing a company’s decision to

waive the attorney-client privilege and work-product

protection, the Commission noted that it “recognizes that

these privileges, protections and exemptions serve important

social interests.”
82

  The Commission further noted that it

had filed an amicus brief arguing that the waiver of the

privileges with respect to the SEC did not necessarily waive

them as to third parties, and stating that the SEC agrees

that, in certain circumstances, a witness’s production of

protected information does not constitute a subject-matter

waiver that would entitle the Commission to further

privileged information.
83

In both 2003 and 2004, acting with the SEC’s support,

Congress proposed legislation as part of the Securities Fraud

Deterrence and Investor Restitution Act that, if adopted,

would have implemented the SEC’s stated position by

explicitly recognizing the validity of limited waivers.  The

most recent version, proposed in 2004, included the following

provision regarding limited waivers:

Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

whenever the [SEC] or an appropriate regulatory

agency and any person agree in writing to terms

pursuant to which such person will produce or

disclose to the Commission or the appropriate

regulatory agency any document or information

that is subject to any Federal or State law

privilege, or to the protection provided by the

work product doctrine, such production or

disclosure shall not constitute a waiver of the

privilege or protection as to any person other

than the Commission or the appropriate

regulatory agency to which the document or

information is provided.
84

Adding such a provision to the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934 would permit disclosure of protected information

to government investigators and auditors without forcing a

company to waive its protections as to other parties and

other materials on the same subject.  Although the DOJ

neither supported nor opposed the provision, the SEC

unequivocally supported it.  Testifying on behalf of the SEC,

former Director of the Enforcement Division Stephen M.

Cutler argued that adoption of the provision “would help

the Commission gather evidence in a more efficient manner

by eliminating a strong disincentive to parties under

investigation to voluntarily produce to the Commission

important information.”
85

Unfortunately, the proposed legislation never became

law.  On June 1, 2004, the bill was discharged from the House

Judiciary Committee and placed on the calendar; however,

the 108th Congress adjourned without taking further action
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on the bill.
86

  It is unclear whether the current Congress will

revive the bill or how a reintroduced bill would fare.

B.  Amend the Federal Rules of Evidence

As an alternative to the stalled amendment to the

Securities Exchange Act, Congress could provide a uniform

rule of decision regarding limited-waiver agreements in all

federal courts by exercising its power to amend the Federal

Rules of Evidence.  While potentially controversial,
87

 such

an approach would have the virtues of uniformity and clarity.

Given Congress’s apparent willingness to federalize attorney-

client relations to a certain extent,
88

 there should be little

legislative reluctance to expressly recognize limited waivers

by amending the Federal Rules of Evidence.  Such an

amendment might take the following form:

Rule 502. Limited-Waiver Agreements

(a) DEFINITION.  For purposes of this section, a

“limited-waiver agreement” means a written

agreement between (i) a person or entity and (ii)

a Federal Government entity, agency, or

authority empowered by law to conduct criminal

investigations or to pursue civil enforcement

penalties or damages, pursuant to which (1) the

person or entity provides to the Government

entity confidential information or materials that

it controls and that it reasonably believes to be

privileged or immune from discovery and

therefore not subject to compelled disclosure;

(2) the Government agrees to protect the

information or materials from disclosure to third

parties; and (3) the person or entity providing

the information or materials explicitly limits any

potential waiver of immunities or privileges that

would otherwise be wholly or partially waived

by such disclosure.

(b) PROTECTION OF INFORMATION.  Notwithstanding

any other provision of law, disclosure of

information or materials to the Government

subject to a limited-waiver agreement does not

constitute a waiver of any applicable right,

privilege, protection, or immunity, such as the

attorney-client privilege and work-product

protection, that would apply to the information

or materials absent disclosure to the government,

unless that waiver is expressed in the limited-

waiver agreement.  No court of the United States

shall have jurisdiction to hear any motion, claim,

or other action to invalidate a facially valid

limitation of waiver created by this section.

Such a rule could be the basis for expressly recognizing

the validity of limited-waiver agreements, thereby affording

certainty to a company that chooses to cooperate with a

government investigation by disclosing confidential

materials.  Such recognition would clarify the muddled law

of limited waivers by effectively endorsing the Eighth

Circuit’s opinion in Diversified, which recognized and

encouraged the use of limited-waiver agreements.

With the law thus clarified, corporations would be

encouraged “to employ independent outside counsel to

investigate and advise them in order to protect stockholders,

potential stockholders and customers,”
89

 no longer fearing

that conducting such investigations and then cooperating

with the government might lead to the waiver of their

privileges and protections with respect to third parties.

Corporations would be further encouraged to institute

robust compliance programs that include the regular use of

outside counsel to investigate and report on allegations of

errors and wrongdoing, and then cooperate voluntarily with

government investigations where appropriate.  Instituting

this new rule of evidence, therefore, would have the dual

benefit of encouraging more effective self-regulation and

internal best-practices, and at the same time greatly

increasing the likelihood that corporations will cooperate

with the government should possible criminal activity

actually arise.
90

C. Strategies to Cope with the Current Dilemma

Either of these two legislative solutions, even if

proposed (or re-introduced, in the case of an amendment to

the Securities Exchange Act), would of course take

substantial time to enact.  The practical reality is that

corporate counsel will continue to be faced with the choice

of waiving the company’s attorney-client privilege and work-

product protection or exposing the company to additional

liability, or at least to the loss of opportunity to mitigate

penalties arising from the government’s investigations.  Even

when presented with such a dilemma, however, there are

steps that a company can take to safeguard its protections

and still cooperate with the government.

1.  Negotiate a Limited-Waiver Agreement

Any time a corporation intends to disclose privileged

or protected information to the government—and in

particular, when it plans to share the results of an internal

investigation into potential wrongdoing—it should first

negotiate a limited-waiver agreement with the government.

Although most courts presented with arguments for the

principle of limited waiver have rejected them, some courts,

as discussed above, have recognized the harm that earlier

jurisprudence is causing.  Further, it is worth noting that

while arguments for the principle of limited waiver have most

often been rejected, the cases involving negotiated

agreements (as opposed to an argument that the principle

should be recognized absent an agreement by the

government to maintain the confidentiality of the materials

disclosed) are relatively few.  Moreover, in the majority of

cases discussing the possibility of limited-waiver

agreements, the courts have identified an inconsistency

between a term or terms of the negotiated agreement and the

principle itself.
91

Under a negotiated limited-waiver agreement, the

company would agree to disclose arguably privileged or
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protected materials in exchange for the government’s

assurance that it will not disclose those materials to any

third party.  Particular attention should be paid to the

government’s rights under the agreement: limited-waiver

agreements are ineffective if they are conditional or if the

government has discretion to unilaterally disclose the

information obtained under the agreement.
92

  Negotiating a

limited-waiver agreement (as opposed to simply hoping that

a court will subsequently recognize the principle of limited

waiver absent any such express agreement) has the benefit

of, in effect, enlisting the government in support of the

agreement’s enforceability.  Moreover, if a dispute regarding

waiver arises in another matter, the limited-waiver agreement

can serve as primary evidence of the corporation’s lack of

intent to waive more broadly as to third parties.  There is

thus no harm, and there may be some benefit, in attempting

to negotiate a limited-waiver agreement with the government

prior to any disclosure.  A corporation should in any event,

even if the government is unwilling to enter into a limited-

waiver agreement, expressly reserve the right to assert

available privileges and protections in the future.
93

2.  Adopt Strategies to Limit Disclosure and Potential Waiver

to Facts Only

Regardless of whether the government is willing to

negotiate a limited-waiver agreement, a corporation could

offer to produce only non-opinion work-product to the

government—for example, the factual results of an internal

investigation—and withhold all opinion work-product and

communications protected by the attorney-client privilege.

Offering to provide only the factual results of an investigation

may be regarded by enforcement authorities as sufficient

“cooperation,” while diminishing the risk of waiver of

privilege or work-product protection that a broader

disclosure would entail.
94

  While such disclosure probably

provides the government no more than what a court would

allow third parties to discover, even if a limited waiver were

otherwise recognized as protecting confidential attorney-

client communications or opinion work-product,
95

 the

government likely will wish to conduct its own legal analysis

of the import of relevant facts in any event, and may be

satisfied by such a disclosure.

If the government deems an offer of the facts

themselves to be insufficient cooperation, a corporation

might take the further step of providing a “roadmap” to the

government in addition to the factual results of the

investigation.  Such a roadmap could provide the government

guidance as to what documents bear close examination, what

people potentially to be interviewed are most likely to have

significant information, and what leads may be pursued most

productively.  This method can offer a trail for the government

to follow that will allow it to identify the nature and extent of

possible wrongdoing and those responsible for such

conduct.
96 

 The virtue of such guidance is that it may be

viewed as a more sincere or “authentic” form of cooperation,

while arguably preserving the corporation’s privileges.

At the same time, it is important to recognize that

analytical guidance might be viewed as opinion work-

product, and that providing too much guidance to the

government may be deemed a subject-matter waiver of

protection as to such work product.
97

   A corporation’s ability

to limit the scope of its waiver will likely depend at least in

part on how its agreement with the government characterizes

the guidance the corporation will provide.  Thus, pointing

the government in the right direction is arguably a limited

waiver; telling the government the specific legal significance

of disclosed materials could constitute a subject-matter

waiver as to opinion work-product.

Each of the two recommendations above requires, at a

minimum, that the corporation and its counsel be diligent in

keeping fact-based, non-opinion work-product separate from

opinion work-product and other communications protected

by the attorney-client privilege.  One effective way to achieve

this separation is for the corporation’s counsel to open

separate matters, one (or more) for a non-privileged factual

inquiry, and one (or more) for legal analysis and opinion

work-product necessary to advise the corporation on its

potential liabilities, defenses and options to address

government investigations and potential civil litigation.

Creating and maintaining separate matters will provide

support for the position that the work performed in each of

these contexts remains separate, and that the fruits of

counsel’s work in the factual investigation context can be

disclosed to the government without waiving the privilege

as to opinion work-product created in a separate matter.

This principle of separation might be taken further by

engaging separate firms to conduct the factual inquiry and

to provide legal analysis and advice.  While this approach

likely will add expense, it may be far less costly than the

“price” attached to a wholesale waiver.  The confused state

of the case law and the increasingly demanding regulatory

environment call for creative approaches that, while altering

current “standard” practices, will afford a company maximum

legal protection for its confidential materials.  Bifurcating

the tasks of outside counsel in conducting an internal

investigation is one such method designed to facilitate the

release of the facts to the authorities without operating as a

waiver of evidentiary privileges that attach to legal advice

and analysis.

Finally, consideration should be given to openly

identifying any factual investigation or inquiry and its results

as non-privileged from the outset.  A corporation and its

counsel may make clear to government authorities upon

commencing an investigation of potential wrongdoing that

the corporation makes no claim of privilege or other

protection regarding the factual investigation.  Absent any

such claim or assertion of privilege or protection from

compelled disclosure, voluntary disclosure of the factual

results of such an investigation to the government should

not result in a determination that there has been a waiver of

any privilege or protection.
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Conclusion

The current state of the law concerning waiver of

attorney-client privilege and work-product protection in the

context of cooperation with government inquiries serves to

frustrate the important societal objectives of, first,

uncovering wrongdoing and encouraging companies to

police themselves, disclose their own wrongdoing and

cooperate with government inquiries, and, second, of

preserving privileges designed to ensure that lawyers and

clients can communicate unfettered by the specter of

disclosure of the client’s thoughts and the lawyer’s work

product.  Legislation is probably needed to restore the

vitality of the imperiled attorney-client privilege and enable

the candid communication necessary to both of these

objectives.  Until legislatures are persuaded to act in this

regard, however, companies must adopt other strategies to

deal with the competing pressures.

The current state of affairs presents an important test

for responsible public officials.  The existing tension between

what enforcement officials have determined will constitute

“cooperation” and what they expect internal self-policing to

accomplish ill serves both corporations and the public.

Absent reform, business entities will continue to suffer

under the Hobson’s choice that current public and legal

policy has created.
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